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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
The national conversation about rising levels of college affordability, student 

debt, and the return on investment in higher education have led many 

Indiana residents to one unmistakable conclusion: Ivy Tech Community 

College is more critical to our state’s future than ever before.

We’re proud that we’ve started another academic year as Indiana’s largest 

and most affordable college. We’re equally as proud, however, of what our 

graduates are achieving after they complete their studies. Most notably, 

we’re finding that they leave Ivy Tech well equipped for the workforce 

and in an excellent position to improve their employability and earning 

potential. In fact, according to a study by the Indiana Commission on Higher 

Education, Ivy Tech had the highest earnings among all Indiana public 

college and university alumni in the first year after graduation—more than 

even the most well-respected four-year institutions. That says a lot about 

our reputation and the quality of Ivy Tech’s staff and faculty.

We also see evidence of this anecdotally, in examples like those you’ll read 

about in this issue of Ivy Tech Community College Magazine. We have 

alumni who transfer to some of the most prestigious research universities in 

the county, like Robert Shields, who started at Ivy Tech before continuing his 

education at Stanford. We have strong industry partnerships with companies 

like Chrysler and McDonald’s that help emerging and incumbent workers 

sharpen their skills. We help foster entrepreneurship, as we did with Carrie 

Abbott, the founder of Newfangled Confections. And we continue to be 

Indiana’s catalyst for workforce development, developing talent for a diverse 

array of professions, from healthcare to manufacturing, and mortuary 

science to culinary arts.

During challenging times for higher education, Ivy Tech Community College 

is thriving—a tribute to the hard work of our students, faculty, staff, and 

supporters. Thank you for being a part of our story.

Sincerely,

Thomas J. Snyder, President

  Contents

Ivy Tech has 32 degree-granting locations throughout 
Indiana, allowing students to take classes close to home  
or work. We also offer classes at additional sites, bringing  

us closer to an even greater number  
of cities and towns.
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Ivy Tech Community College has launched a robust program designed  

to benefit both students and employers in the manufacturing industry.  

The Advanced Automation and Robotics Technology (AART) degree 

provides students with the opportunity to learn in the classroom as well  

as in a work setting. 

“Today, there is a big skills gap, primarily in the automotive industry,” says 

Steve Bardonner, Dean of the School of Technology at Ivy Tech Columbus. 

“These industries are lacking in people who are well trained in industrial 

maintenance, robotics, and CNC. This new program provides an excellent 

opportunity for our students to fulfill that need.”

The AART program follows a European model, where students go to 

school full days Monday through Wednesday and work Thursday and 

Friday (and sometimes Saturday) with one of Ivy Tech’s industry partners. 

The program was developed in collaboration with industry leaders like 

Cummins, Subaru, Chrysler, General Motors, and Honda. Once Ivy Tech 

laid the groundwork for curriculum, corporate partners were invited to 

share input.

“We wanted to make sure what we offered met the needs of our 

corporate partners—our students’ future employers,” says Bardonner. 

“We had representation from 35 companies and invited their input as to 

what should be part of the program.”

The invitation was well received by Indiana employers who are looking 

for skilled workers to fill jobs at their companies, including Caltherm 

Corporation in Columbus.

“By 2018, there will be 5,000 jobs in heavy industry in southeast  

Indiana alone, so there’s definitely a need for maintenance  

technicians and automation and robotics  

professionals,” says Kent Fuller,  

Human Resources  

Manager at Caltherm.  

“The most unique and  

exciting aspect of this program is  

that Ivy Tech asked for our input. They  

asked questions like ‘How do you do your jobs?’ and ‘Does the curriculum 

look like it will satisfy your needs?’”

Fuller says this proactive approach made Caltherm want to be part of  

this program.

“We have an Ivy Tech co-op student at Caltherm right now, and he’s doing 

a great job,” says Fuller. “He’s learning in class and applying what he 

learns when he comes to work here. We’ve found that students are going 

back to class and sharing their work experiences with fellow students. 

They’re learning from one another’s experiences.”

While in its early stages, the AART program is reaching out to high school 

students to garner interest. Students interested in robotics, engineering, 

and computers might find that a career in manufacturing technology is 

something they’d like to pursue. 

“These are good jobs, offering higher wages, medical benefits, 401k, 

competitive pay scales, tuition reimbursement, and more,” says Fuller. 

“Individuals in these areas can get to that six-figure salary— 

not overnight, but if they apply themselves, they can do it.  

Experience on the manufacturing floor  

is the first step.”

PREPARING STUDENTS FOR 
THE WORKFORCE
Advanced Automation & Robotics program combines classroom work  
with hands-on experience

Wally Langford enrolled at 

Ivy Tech after serving in the 

military for 16 years. As part of 

the College’s innovative AART 

program, he splits his time 

between the classroom and 

Caltherm Corporation, where 

he gets hands-on experience.

“The most unique and exciting 
aspect of this program is that 
Ivy Tech asked for our input.”

—Kent Fuller, Caltherm



“I chose Ivy Tech Community 
College because of the major 
factors of affordability and 
accessibility, but more than 

that, the flexibility they offered 
was crucial to my success as a 

non-traditional student.”

—Debra Cook
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If there’s one word to describe Debra Cook, it’s “tenacious.”

After first being hesitant about going back to school as a non-traditional 

student, she enrolled at Ivy Tech Community College. The initial draw was 

the option of earning certifications that would allow her to start her career 

more quickly than she could by committing to a degree. Once enrolled, 

however, she was encouraged to continue, and she earned an associate 

degree in computer information systems. At the time, she knew a high 

school diploma wasn’t enough to allow her to achieve her goals, and she 

credits Ivy Tech for making it possible for her to aim higher.

“It used to be you could graduate from high school and get a good 

job immediately,” Cook says. “We’re competing for jobs globally now. 

That requires skills and education. I chose Ivy Tech Community College 

because of the major factors of affordability and accessibility, but more 

than that, the flexibility they offered was crucial to my success as a non-

traditional student.”

Cook says her experience at Ivy Tech exceeded her expectations, giving 

her skills that would translate to a variety of environments and professions. 

It also allowed her to make a name for herself in information technology—

no small feat, given how rare it is for women to take a leadership role in 

the field.

“My degree in computer information systems provided a broad base of 

skills that continue to benefit me today,” recalls Cook. “Problem solving, 

data analysis, organizing information in spreadsheets, presenting data— 

I learned all of these things at Ivy Tech.”

After completing her studies at Ivy Tech, Cook decided to continue on, 

earning a bachelor of science from Indiana Wesleyan University and 

eventually a master’s degree of public affairs in public management from 

Indiana University—all while working full-time for the City of Kokomo’s 

economic development office and raising three children. Now the CEO of 

the Housing Authority of the City of Kokomo, she was recently honored 

with Ivy Tech’s 2014 Alumni Achievement Award for Personal Achievement.

“I was very proud and humbled to receive the acknowledgment,” Cook 

says. “My family shared in that sense of pride because they know how 

hard I worked to get where I am today.”

Cook also serves as an adjunct faculty member at Indiana University 

Kokomo and sees her students struggling with the same balancing act of 

work, family, and other commitments that she did. Her advice to them is 

simple—and reflective of her belief in the power of tenacity. 

“Start slow,” she states. “And build up your confidence. Make it a priority. 

There will be a million excuses why you think you can’t do it. Time will 

pass and things will progress. Why not use that time to earn a degree and 

improve your station in life?”

START SMALL BUT DREAM BIG 
Debra Cook takes success one step at a time

Debra is Ivy Tech. Are you? 
Share your story on Facebook, Instagram, or Twitter with the hashtag 
#IAmIvyTech. We look forward to hearing from you!

FROM IVY TECH 
TO STANFORD
American Honors grad beats the odds

When Robert Shields graduated from high school in 2005, going to 
college was out of reach financially. The self-described “military brat” 
(his father is a 20-year Army veteran) was born in Fort Knox, KY, and 
lived for a time in Queens, NY, before moving to Indianapolis for his 
junior and senior years at North Central High School. To help his 
family make ends meet, Shields juggled jobs as a lifeguard and fast-
food worker while participating in the JROTC program. Although 
he boasted the academic credentials to succeed in college, he was 
forced to delay his pursuit of further education. 

Shields saw the world as he worked in Europe and South America 
in the independent film industry, but he didn’t forget his dream 
of earning a college degree. He sought a way to position himself 
for admission and scholarship at a top four-year institution and 
discovered that community college was the most affordable and 
practical choice. Shields enrolled in the Ivy Tech Community College 
American Honors Program, which allows graduates to transfer to a 
growing network of four-year universities, thereby saving money on 
their first two years of college.

With its challenging coursework and personal advisors, the  
Honors Program proved a perfect fit for Shields, and he 
transitioned smoothly. 

“I’m fortunate that I can adapt to situations quickly,” he said.  
“I developed relationships with my peers and professors, and I’m  
really good at balancing—doing the things I want to do and the things  
I have to do. Along with being in student government and Phi Beta  
Kappa, the workload was tremendous.”

After earning his associate degree in 2014 with honors, Shields applied 
and was accepted as a transfer student to a number of prestigious 
colleges, including Stanford University, University of Pennsylvania, 
Vanderbilt University, Amherst College, Middlebury College, University of 
Arizona Honors College, Rutgers Honors College and Marian University. 
He chose Stanford because it consistently is ranked one of the top five 
institutions in the world and in the top five in his desired areas of study—
astrophysics and philosophy. Also attractive was the $70,000 a year 
financial aid package and the personal attention he received during the 
application process. 

Shields knows he is fortunate to be at Stanford, where only 20 to 35 
transfer student spaces are available each year. He attributes beating the 
admission odds to a lesson he learned from his father. 

“My dad always instilled in me the importance of being a renaissance 
man,” Shields notes. “I focused on being a well-rounded individual 
because grades aren’t enough. Everyone who’s applying has good 
grades. I maintained a 4.0 at Ivy Tech, but I traveled around the world and 
worked in the film industry. I marketed my life experiences well—having 
challenges early on but staying true to my dream.” 

As a new Stanford Cardinal, he looks forward to living near family in the 
Bay Area and being able to surf again. When it comes to a career, Shields 
says he’d be happy as a professor or novelist, but it’s more about the 
journey than the destination. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“I’m more interested in the knowledge acquired and wish I could attend 
school forever.” 

That’s consistent with his advice to other students—especially those who 
run into obstacles on the way to achieving their goals.

“Have big dreams,” he says, “but take it one step at a time. Balance your 
real life but don’t give up; don’t become complacent. Keep working.” 

Robert is Ivy Tech. Are you? 
Share your story on Facebook, Instagram, or Twitter with the hashtag 
#IAmIvyTech. We look forward to hearing from you!

Debra Cook has  

enjoyed a successful 

career, earned a master’s 

degree, and taught 

college classes—and it 

all started with a degree 

from Ivy Tech.

“Have big dreams,  
but take it one step at a time. 

Balance your real life but 
don’t give up; don’t become 
complacent. Keep working.”

—Robert Shields 

After starting in the Ivy Tech  Community College American Honors Program, Robert Shields  is headed to Stanford.
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Thanks to a $2.5 million Trade Adjustment Assistance Community 

College and Career Training (TAACCCT) grant, Ivy Tech Community 

College is expanding its ability to train students in high-growth 

information technology (IT) and cybersecurity career fields.

This news came on the heels of Ivy Tech’s creation of the School of 

Computing and Informatics, which launched with eight programs: 

Database Management, Informatics, Software Development, 

Information Technology Support, Network Infrastructure, 

Server Administration, Cyber Security/Information Assurance, 

and Computer Science. The funding will assist in creating and 

expanding IT dedicated labs across 24 Ivy Tech campuses, 

establishing 10 to 12 data centers critical for training students 

majoring in Network Infrastructure and Server Administration, 

expanding a virtual data lab center accessible by distance 

education, providing professional development for IT faculty, 

creating a virtual IT defined career pathway advising system, and 

recruiting participants in collaboration with workforce partners.

The School of Computing and Informatics at Ivy Tech anticipates 

more than 4,000 students completing one or more credentials and 

placed in jobs or advancing in employment during the  

grant period.

 

Ivy Tech Community College has announced the 

addition of several new members of its leadership 

team, continuing its commitment to engaging with 

students, employers, and the communities it serves.

COLLEGE WELCOMES  
NEW CHANCELLOR AND  
CAMPUS PRESIDENTS

Campus Presidents

Ivy Tech Community College Kokomo 

Region Chancellor Stephen J. Daily 

will retire effective January 15, 2015. 

Chancellor Daily began his career with 

Ivy Tech in 1995 after he served as mayor 

of the City of Kokomo for eight years. 

He has served as Chancellor since 2000. 

Congratulations, Chancellor Daily!

Chris Lowery, 
Columbus 

and Southeast 
Region

Chad Bolser, 
Richmond and 
Connersville

Dan Clark, 
Hamilton 
County

Steven Combs, 
Columbus

Lea Anne 
Crooks, 

Terre Haute

Mark Graver, 
Lawrenceburg 
and Batesville

Alex Huskey, 
Marion

Michelle 
Simmons, 
Kokomo

I V Y  T E C H  C O M M U N I T Y  C O L L E G E

As a child growing up in Monterey, Calif.,  
Carson Martin loved visiting the world-famous 
aquarium and had her heart set on a career 
in marine biology. But when she moved at 
age seven to Indiana with her family and saw 
cornfields instead of beaches, she knew she’d 
have to change her plans. 

Martin did everything she could to position 
herself well, excelling as a student and 
graduating at the top of her class at the 
Academy of Science & Entrepreneurship, part  
of the New Tech Network in Bloomington. 
During that time she decided to pursue a career 
in dental hygiene.

“I wanted to start on a career early in life that 
would support me and that would be secure,” 
Martin said. “People will always need their  
teeth cleaned.”

As she weighed acceptance offers from Indiana 
University, Hanover College, Butler University 
and other schools, she appreciated the guidance 
she received from the adults in her life. 

“My high school was small, so my teachers and 
counselor always knew what I was planning,” 

Martin says. “My parents were helpful and never 
tried to push me in the direction of one school 
over another.”

Martin began considering her options,  
and at first narrowed them down to two  
leading candidates. 

“I was most excited about Hanover; I’d gotten 
their presidential scholarship and it was the first 
time I felt like a private school was attainable,” 
Martin said. But she had grown up near IU so 
she assumed that school would provide an easy 
transition and be the most practical option.

When it was time to make a decision, however, 
affordability and flexibility became her primary 
concerns. That led Martin to decide to pursue an 
associate degree in general studies at Ivy Tech. 

Martin was already familiar with Ivy Tech’s 
academic environment, having earned 15 Ivy 
Tech credits via her high school’s dual-credit 
program. 

“That made it an even easier transition,” she 
said. “Also, I knew most of the classes were fairly 
small, the instructors were helpful and available, 
 

and I would have a flexible schedule between 
my jobs.” 

Martin plans to begin a yearlong dental assistant 
training next fall at IUPUI, then start working at a 
private dental practice and study dental hygiene. 
Long-term, she may eventually study forensic 
psychology. Regardless of what she chooses, she 
is confident that starting at Ivy Tech was exactly 
right for her needs. 

“A four-year school is great for students who are 
passionate about and committed to their schools 
and the experience. But Ivy Tech is perfect for 
students who need flexibility and independence 
without missing out on a quality education.”

She advises high school seniors to choose a 
college that will lay the groundwork for success, 
no matter their learning style. 

“For me it’s a great stepping stone,” Martin 
states. “Ivy Tech can take you everywhere you 
need to go.”

Carson is Ivy Tech. Are you? 
Share your story on Facebook, Instagram, or 
Twitter with the hashtag #IAmIvyTech. We look 
forward to hearing from you!

IVY TECH THE IDEAL  
‘STEPPING STONE’ FOR VALEDICTORIAN
Affordability, flexibility lead Carson Martin to a unique path

COLLEGE EXPANDS 
IT PROGRAMS
More than 4,000 students expected to benefit

CHANCELLOR DAILY 
ANNOUNCES RETIREMENT

Chancellor

Kathleen Mote, 
Madison

Photo by Lynae Sowinski, Bloom Magazine

“Ivy Tech is perfect for students 
who need flexibility and 

independence without missing 
out on a quality education.”

—Carson Martin

As a valedictorian, 

Carson Martin could have 

continued her education 

just about anywhere, 

but she chose Ivy Tech 

Community College 

based on its unmatched 

affordability and flexibility.
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Industrial technology is evolving rapidly—and Ivy Tech Community  

College is evolving along with it, remaining innovative in preparing 

students for the workplace. Now, with the help of a $3.27 million Youth 

CareerConnect grant from the United States Department of Labor, the 

college will expand one of its key programs to better serve students  

and employers. 

The grant will support Ivy Tech’s Integrated Technology Education 

Program (ITEP), a career pathway program in industrial technology 

developed in partnership with local industry and 14 area high schools  

and career centers.  It is one of 24 grants totaling $107 million  

awarded to programs throughout the nation as part of the government’s 

effort to integrate education and career skills initiatives to build  

America’s workforce.

The award will fund two new teaching positions, equipment for Ivy  

Tech and high school and industry partners, and more than $1.2 million  

in scholarships and certification cost waivers for participating high  

school students.

 “The Youth CareerConnect grant allows Ivy Tech to provide high school 

students in the program with financial assistance to cover tuition for 

college-level courses and also to cover costs of the nationally recognized 

certifications that are part of these programs and that employers consider 

so critical when hiring new employees,” says Ivy Tech Kokomo Region 

Chancellor Steve Daily. “With new equipment funded by the grant, we can 

offer an innovative and expanding industrial technology program with a 

progression of certificates and degrees that means a world-class 

education with graduates prepared to meet the new technology demands 

of local industries.”

Rodni Lytle, Dean of Ivy Tech Kokomo Region’s School of Technology,  

says the grant expands on the outstanding opportunities Ivy Tech offers 

for high school students and adult learners to gain industry skills and 

valuable credentials.

“Our region offers students a robust technical experience from the 

classroom to the lab and internship possibilities,” Lytle says. “Our 

instructors in the technology program have spent years in the industry and 

this experience is transferred in the classroom and lab. They understand 

what it takes to be successful in industry and business. Our approach to 

instruction offers students access to hands-on training and, with the 

support of the grant, that training will be on new equipment purchased to 

align with the latest emerging technologies in industry.”

One of Ivy Tech’s primary industry partners on the grant, Chrysler Group 

LLC, will help cover much of the grant’s match by donating “Engineer in 

the Classroom” volunteers and a multi-classroom and lab space at the 

newly opened Tipton Transmission Plant, just south of Kokomo. Dr. James 

E. Woolf, Community Engagement & Educational Services specialist for 

Chrysler Group in Kokomo, is active in industry-education partnerships in 

north-central Indiana and part of the team that worked to obtain the Youth 

CareerConnect grant.

“This grant is great news for the manufacturing industry and for the 

people of north-central Indiana,” Woolf said. “It will provide funding 

needed to really advance initiatives already under way to develop 

potential employees with the skill sets required by the advanced 

manufacturing facilities of today and tomorrow.

“Industry is begging for employees ready to work in the high-tech, 

computer-operated, robotic environment that has replaced the dark, dirty, 

labor-intensive factories of yesterday,” he continued. “And these 

education initiatives—combining classroom instruction with hands-on 

experience in labs and on the shop floor—will equip students to take the 

many well-paying jobs that are opening up as baby boomers retire and 

manufacturing in the United States continues to grow.”

INVESTING IN INDUSTRY
Ivy Tech receives grant to expand Integrated Technology Education program

“Our approach to 
instruction offers 
students access to 
hands-on training 

and, with the support 
of the grant, that 
training will be on 
new equipment 

purchased to align 
with the latest 

emerging technologies 
in industry.”

—Rodni Lytle

Feedback from industry 
partners led Ivy Tech 
Community College to 
create new Aerospace 
Manufacturing Assembly 
Mechanic and CNC 
machining programs.

“If a new employee 
already understands 

what a CNC machine is 
and how it works, that 
shortens the learning 
curve substantially.”

Ron Bortner The Integrated Technology 

Education Program (ITEP)  

gives students like Mark Hyde  

hands-on experience.

A $1.5 million U.S. Department of Labor grant from the National Aviation 
Consortium has positioned Ivy Tech Community College to address 
statewide workforce training needs. The grant provides 12- to 16-week 
training programs for CNC machine training at the Fort Wayne campus 
and Assembly Mechanic training in Indianapolis. 

“This grant was designed to serve the unemployed or underemployed 
worker by helping to improve their skills in a specific career path in less 
than one year,” says Cathy Maxwell, vice chancellor for academic affairs 
at Ivy Tech Northeast. “The programs were created to provide short-term 
skills training for people in career fields that have a shortage of properly 
trained employees.”

The Aerospace Manufacturing Assembly Mechanic program at the 
Indianapolis campus prepares graduates for entry-level positions as aircraft 
assembly mechanics. Graduates are qualified for a broad range of jobs, 
including processing and fabrication, assembly, and inspection. Many of 
the skills built in this program can transfer to other industries as well.

The CNC Machining program currently offered in Fort Wayne arms 
graduates with skills that are in high demand at manufacturing companies 
throughout the state. Participants receive hands-on training on CNC 
machining equipment while developing competencies in both operation 
and basic programming of equipment controls. Graduates are ready to 
enter the workforce as CNC operators and machinists.  
 
 

Both programs were created within the past 18 months, built around 
feedback gained from area industry partners.  Jobs for assembly 
mechanics and CNC operators and machinists are plentiful in Indiana, and 
employers are looking for trained and qualified workers. For that reason, 
companies like Dana Corporation in Fort Wayne are taking notice of 
programs like this one at Ivy Tech.

“Machine shops are starving for this kind of talent,” says Ron Bortner, 
human resources manager at Dana. “If a new employee already 
understands what a CNC machine is and how it works, that shortens the 
learning curve substantially.”

Dana is one of several companies involved in the CNC program. After 
learning more about the program and touring the new tech center on the 
Northeast campus, Bortner says it was easy to see how this program could 
benefit area employers.

“Dana made a decision to partner with Ivy Tech because we’ve seen 
a need in finding qualified employees with the skills that this program 
provides,” says Bortner. “This is a very effective way for us to develop a 
talent pipeline.”

The company has several employees currently enrolled in the program, 
and more lined up to begin another module later this fall and again in 
early 2015.

“It really is going to be a beneficial thing for Allen County and the 
northeast part of the state,” says Bortner. “I think it will help make 
employees and companies more successful.”

GRANT PROGRAM HELPS IVY TECH ADDRESS  
WORKFORCE TRAINING NEEDS 
Programs prepare students for growing career fields in as little as 12 weeks
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“I went from nearly 
being confined in a 

wheelchair to being a 
college student.”

—Daniel Madson

FACULTY MENTORS INSPIRE AWARD-WINNING CHEF
Alumnus Joe Miller looks to follow the example of those who taught him

Joe Miller’s interest in the culinary arts began when he was 14 years old 
and worked for an Indianapolis catering company. He decided he wanted 
to become a professional chef and chose to study at Ivy Tech Community 
College because it offered an affordable and reputable culinary program 
close to home. What truly inspired him, however, were the faculty 
members he met along the way.

“Jeff Bricker, the current program director, stands out as the face and 
voice of the culinary program,” says Miller. 

Miller had many other mentors along the way, including Alex Darvishi, the 
executive chef at Meridian Hills Country Club, who gave him a job as a line 
cook while he was enrolled at Ivy Tech. Miller eventually was promoted to 
sous chef and then executive chef. 

“Darvishi taught me the importance of hard work and what it takes to be a 
successful chef,” Miller recalls. 

Ivy Tech offered Miller the opportunity to travel to France for firsthand 
culinary experiences that expanded his passion and knowledge of food. 
The experience opened his eyes to the world standards for exceptional 
cuisine, and he uses many of the techniques he learned abroad in his 
current position. 

“The ‘farm-to-table’ craze in restaurants across the United State is the 
French way of life,” Miller notes. Using high-quality, local ingredients 
to prepare simple and delicious meals is a French tradition that they 
pioneered for chefs worldwide.”

During his time at Ivy Tech, Miller was awarded the Edmond Gass Award 
for outstanding service in his hospitality career. The award is named after 
Chef Edmond Gass, who also served as executive chef at Meridian Hills 

Country Club, and—fittingly, given Miller’s experience in the program—
awarded by the faculty. Miller says it was fulfilling to be honored by those 
he so greatly admired.

“I value the leadership they offered when I was a student, and their 
continued collegiality, encouragement, and support throughout my 
career,” says Miller. 

In an effort to give back to young culinarians, Miller teaches culinary 
classes at Ivy Tech and serves on the College’s Hospitality Advisory Board. 
He also served as coach of the Indianapolis Junior Culinary Team. His 
intent was to relay the important skills he had learned at Ivy Tech to a new 
generation of aspiring chefs. 

“I wanted my team to learn the importance of accountability, repetition, 
fluidity in culinary skills, teamwork, timing, and organization,” says Miller. 
“I hope their experience on the team installed the grit and passion they 
need to be truly successful chefs.”

In the end, the student has become the teacher—and foodies throughout 
central Indiana couldn’t be more grateful. 

THE GREATEST JOB IN THE WORLD 
Miranda Hay finds purpose as a flight nurse and volunteer

It’s often said that when you love your work, it doesn’t seem like work at 
all. That’s certainly been Miranda Hay’s experience.  After earning two 
degrees from Ivy Tech Community College, she has served as a paramedic 
and a flight nurse on a medical helicopter—and has discovered not just a 
career, but her purpose.

“It was a 13-year road to my goal, but it was worth every minute because I 
have the greatest job in the world, and it is my passion,” says Hay.

Hay says she chose Ivy Tech due to its affordability and reputation, along 
with a balance between classroom education and clinical time. 

“As an Ivy Tech nursing student, you hit the floor running during the 
clinical rotation,” she says, “and that hands-on experience prepared me to 
work in the E.R. after graduation.”

Hay built on what she learned at Ivy Tech through her work as a critical 
care nurse and then moved on to work in the ER in the Level 1 Trauma 
Center. Her education and experience combined to propel Hay to achieve 
what she had set out to do: become a flight nurse. She  now works for PHI 
Air Medical/StatFlight.  

Hay’s passion to help others led to her volunteer work with the Humane 
Society of Sullivan County. She strove to save animals from euthanasia 
by coordinating adoption events in partnership with PetSmart, as well 
as transferring dogs from overpopulated shelters to other shelters in 
surrounding areas. Hay went above and beyond the traditional volunteer 
role, becoming a Certified Behavior Assessor for the PetSmart Rescue 
Waggin’ Program as well as the shelter’s marketing coordinator. She 
assumed the role of President in 2011 and learned to take professional 
photos of the pets to ensure their chances of getting  
adopted quickly. With the help of others Hay  
reduced the euthanasia rate from  
over 70 percent to zero. 

“I dedicated my life to the success of the shelter for six years, and the 
experience was priceless,” says Hay. “I helped save the lives of almost 
10,000 animals in five years and began to change the culture in our 
community about adopting and spaying/neutering.”

Hay’s work with the Humane Society was one of the most rewarding things 
she accomplished and earned her the Oprah Magazine “Beauty of Giving 
Back” award. She was chosen as one of four women nationwide for her 
selfless dedication to saving the lives of animals. 

Despite all she has accomplished, Hay’s goals continue to evolve. Her 
current position as a member of the Critical Incident Response Team has 
inspired an interest to work with public service professionals and military 
men and women suffering from PTSD and to work with PTSD service dogs 
for soldiers returning from war. To move forward with this new passion, 
Hays intends to pursue a BS in Nursing and MS in Psychology. 

In keeping with her values, Hay notes that she’s received as much from her 
experiences as those who have benefitted from her work and her example.

“Being passionate, helping someone other than yourself, being the voice 
for the voiceless, and giving back has made me a better person, and for 
that I am forever grateful,” Hay says.

Joe is Ivy Tech. Are you? 
Share your story on Facebook, Instagram, or Twitter with the hashtag 
#IAmIvyTech. We look forward to hearing from you!

Miranda is Ivy Tech. Are you? 
Share your story on Facebook, Instagram, or Twitter with the hashtag   
#IAmIvyTech. We look forward to hearing from you!

“As an Ivy Tech nursing  
student, you hit the  
floor running during  
the clinical rotation.”

—Miranda Hay 

“I value the leadership [the 
Ivy Tech faculty] offered 

when I was a student, and 
their continued collegiality, 

encouragement, and support 
throughout my career.”

—Joe Miller

Ivy Tech alumna Miranda 

Hay is a flight nurse with 

PHI Air Medical/StatFlight.

The culinary talents of Ivy Tech graduate 

Joe Miller make meals at Meridian Hills 

Country Club truly special.
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A PARAGON OF SUCCESS
Indiana company thrives, thanks in part to Ivy Tech 
Community College alumni

For today’s employers, recruiting isn’t just about finding people with the right skills. They also must 
have the right attitude. That’s why Paragon Medical considers Ivy Tech Community College to be 
such a valuable partner. With Ivy Tech’s help, Paragon is finding the talent it needs to succeed in 
today’s competitive environment.

Paragon Medical is a turnkey supplier of world-class solutions for cases 
and trays, surgical instrumentation, implantable components, and 
design and development services to the medical device marketplace, 
with facilities in Pierceton and Indianapolis, Indiana, as well as Utah, 
Europe and China. The company manufactures a diverse range 
of products, from anchors and screws to complex multi-assembly 
instruments.

Currently the company employs five Ivy Tech graduates. Paragon 
Human Resources Generalist Mikka Mabius says these Ivy Tech 
alumni have been invaluable to the company. 

“The Ivy Tech grads we have hired came into Paragon with a solid 
foundation of CNC machining concepts,” Mabius says. “CNC 
machining is a skilled trade and we typically look for a minimum of 
one to two years of CNC operation experience. Ivy Tech grads with 
the certificate/degree and a few months of experience have been 
very successful here.”

The first Ivy Tech graduate the company hired was Brad Hines, 
who started working at Paragon in August of 2012. He came 
to Paragon Medical with three months of CNC machining 
experience and a Machine Tool Technology certificate from Ivy 
Tech. He was hired in as a Machinist I. 

“He worked hard to learn as much as he could on the job,” 
Mabius says, “taking initiative to ask and learn from a senior- 
level machinist in the area. Because of his increase in technical 
skill, he was promoted to the next level of Machinist in 
September 2013.”

Mabius notes that Hines continued to seek out projects and 
stepped up to take on the interim role of shift supervisor, 
“always asking what more he could learn and what more he 
could do to help the company.” 

In February 2014, Hines was officially promoted to the third 
shift supervisor role. Hines says the relationship with his 
employer has proven to be incredibly fulfilling—and  
mutually beneficial.

“Paragon Medical is a great place to work,” Hines says. 
“The work is challenging yet rewarding. What I learned at 
Ivy Tech paired with the experience I had prepared me for 
my career at Paragon. I am helping Paragon achieve their 
goals while also achieving mine.” 

Mabius says his experience with Hines and other Ivy Tech alumni makes him  
eager to remain involved in Paragon’s partnership with the College. 

“It has been clear that all of our Ivy Tech hires have had a lot of hands-on experience  
as part of their education,” Mabius says. “We look forward to continuing our relationship  
with Ivy Tech and its great students and graduates.”

GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY
College partners with McDonald’s Hamburger University

As the result of a partnership between Indiana’s largest college and one  
of the most well-known businesses in the world, those working under  
the “Golden Arches” now have a golden opportunity to accelerate  
their education.

Ivy Tech Community College recently signed an agreement that provides 
employees of McDonald’s corporate-owned and independently franchised 
restaurants who have completed training at Hamburger University the 
opportunity to earn up to 21 credit hours toward an associate degree 
and up to 15 credit hours toward a technical certificate. Hamburger 
University, established in 1961, provides courses in restaurant management 
and related topics. More than 7,500 students participate in Hamburger 
University courses and learning activities each year.

Dr. Jeff Pittman, Ivy Tech’s Vice President of Corporate College and Online 
Education, says this is just the latest innovative way in which the College 
is striving to serve as a catalyst in increasing the number of adults who 
achieve the goal of completing a college credential in line with the Lumina 
Foundation’s goal of making America more globally competitive.

“In addition to the win for McDonald’s, this entire effort aligns perfectly 
with Lumina’s Big Goal, to reach 60 percent higher education attainment 
of the national population by 2025,” notes Dr. Pittman. “It is certainly the 
College’s vision to develop more of these agreements with corporate 
America in the future,” he said. 

Ivy Tech is the 14th college recognizing the American Council on Education 
(ACE) credit recommendations for completed Hamburger University 
training.  As the sole community college partner, Ivy Tech has mapped 
these credits to two degree programs—Business Administration and  
 

General Studies—to help McDonald’s restaurant employees complete 
their degree much faster.  In addition to utilizing ACE recommendations, 
the College also engaged its faculty to examine Hamburger University’s 
curricula and develop the crosswalks from Hamburger U training to Ivy Tech 
academic credit.  

Both the Business Administration and General Studies programs are 
totally online, providing McDonald’s restaurant employees with nationwide 
enrollment at Ivy Tech. McDonald’s has distributed information about the 
voluntary partnership to all of its independent franchisees, and Ivy Tech 
employees are available at Hamburger U “Knowledge Fairs” that provide 
partner colleges the opportunity to meet with individuals and discuss 
educational options. 

A unique website (IvyTech.edu/mcdonalds) has been developed that 
provides students with all information needed to enroll in their degree 
program, including new student orientation, crosswalk details, and 
matriculation information.  Ivy Tech admissions staff will work directly with 
Hamburger University’s students to guide them into Ivy Tech programs.  

McDonald’s is one of only eight Fortune 500 companies to receive college 
credit recommendations for training, and is the only restaurant organization 
that awards college credits from the American Council on Education.

“This is a tremendous example of corporate America and higher education 
working collectively to assist a workforce in finding the quickest pathway 
to completing a degree,” says Dr. Pittman.  “I take great pride in the fact 
that both ACE and McDonald’s (and their independent owner operators) 
have approached Ivy Tech with this opportunity, and I know this will be a 
tremendous win for the students in realizing the ability to earn a higher 
education credential.”

Ivy Tech Community College is partnering with 

McDonald’s to offer employees nationwide the 

opportunity to earn credits toward an associate 

degree or a technical certificate.

In less than two years on the job at Paragon Medical,  Brad Hines was promoted from an entry-level machinist role to 
third shift supervisor.  In addition to the training he’s received on 
the job, Brad credits his education from Ivy Tech’s Machine 
Tool Technology program with his success.

“The Ivy Tech grads we have 
hired came to Paragon with 
a solid foundation of CNC 

machining concepts.”

—Mikka Mabius, Paragon
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SOMETHING TO SMILE ABOUT
Dental Hygiene Clinic on Anderson campus provides much-needed service

Dental care is an often underappreciated 
contributor to our overall wellness. For many 
of us, it becomes too easy to neglect—
especially given the cost, even with insurance. 
But thanks to the Dental Hygiene Clinic, 
located on the Ivy Tech Community College 
campus in Anderson, area residents can 
get affordable, quality dental services while 
helping students get invaluable experience. 

The Dental Hygiene Clinic, which features 
state-of-the-art equipment, 10 treatment 
areas, and two rooms with digital 
radiography, opened in 2009. Fifteen 
students work in the clinic each semester, 
serving about 2,000 patients every year. 
During a typical visit, patients get a full 
examination, including a head and neck  
exam cancer screening, X-rays and a 
periodontal exam. 

Ivy Tech East Central Dental Hygiene 
Program Chair Joyce Hudson says the 
facility provides substantial benefits for both 
students and the community.

“The primary goal of the clinic is to provide 
a clinical education facility for dental hygiene 
and dental assisting students enrolled at Ivy 

Tech,” Hudson says. “A secondary goal is to 
provide low-cost preventive dental care to 
individuals who reside in Madison, Delaware, 
Grant and surrounding counties.” 

Students also have the opportunity to 
interact with patients and teach them 
about prevention and care while under the 
supervision of a licensed dentist and licensed 
hygienists. According to one graduate, it’s 
the perfect introduction to a fulfilling career.

“I received an excellent education during 
my time at Ivy Tech,” says Ameron Laker, 
a former student and alumna. “Ivy Tech’s 
Dental Hygiene program successfully 
prepared me for life after graduation.”

Laker’s experience demonstrates that 
the Clinic even prepares students for 
the unexpected. During one of her clinic 
sessions, Laker was working with a 15-year-
old patient and protocol called for a 
panoramic dental X-ray, a scan of the upper 
and lower jaw. The patient’s mother was 
hesitant about the X-ray, but Laker was able 
to explain why this was so important to her 
child’s health. The mother agreed to the 
X-ray, which revealed ameloblastoma, a rare, 

benign tumor of odontogenic epithelium. 
While these tumors are rarely malignant or 
metastatic, and progress slowly, the resulting 
lesions can cause severe abnormalities of 
the face and jaw. If an aggressive tumor is 
left untreated, it can obstruct the nasal and 
oral airways, making it impossible to breathe 
without oropharyngeal intervention. After 
the appointment the patient was referred for 
treatment and underwent intensive treatment 
and surgery. 

The mother of the patient is ever grateful to 
Laker and the clinic, and her child continues 
to receive care at the facility. And that’s 
exactly why Ivy Tech provides the service—
and why Hudson says it’s such a critical asset.

“Every day, we see patients who might 
otherwise have to go without dental care,” 
she notes. “That means—even if only in a 
small way—we’re making our community 
stronger and healthier.”

“When you graduate from Ivy Tech,  
you will be handed a license to  

live your dream, otherwise known  
as a college diploma.”

—Daniel Blevins 

ALUMNI AWARD RECIPIENT  
MAKES A CAREER OUT OF 
SERVING OTHERS
Daniel Blevins reaches his goals by helping those in need

Daniel Blevins knew from a young age what he wanted to be when he grew up.  
Like many of his peers, he was influenced by his family, albeit in a career path that some 
might find unconventional.

“From a very young age, my father and grandfather, who were both in the clergy,  
would take me with them on hospital visits and often when they would officiate at 
funerals,” says Blevins. “By the time I was in seventh grade, I knew I wanted to be a 
funeral director.”

Blevins says he originally planned to attend an out-of-state mortuary school, but then 
his grandfather read a newspaper article about Ivy Tech Community College launching a 
mortuary program at the East Chicago campus. He encouraged Daniel to check it out.

“After meeting with the program chair, I was confident that Ivy Tech was the right place 
to obtain my degree,” says Blevins. 

The flexibility of Ivy Tech’s mortuary science program allowed Blevins to work full time 
while in school. He served his practicum at Cutler Funeral Home in LaPorte, where he 
was already employed, and he says that experience helped him hit the ground running 
after graduation.

“I completed my course work in December 2005, a semester ahead of graduation,”  
says Blevins. “The timing was perfect because I was able to fill an open internship at 
Mishler-Eastlund Funeral Home in Syracuse.” 

From there, Blevins’ career blossomed. Following the internship, he began working 
as the director of Yeager Funeral Home in Ligonier in 2008. Three years later, he also 
became an owner at Cutler Funeral Home. Today, he splits his schedule between  
both locations. He says he and other young men and women in the industry have 
tremendous potential for growth, given that the national average age of a funeral 
director is well over 50. 

 “You can enter this field and consider it a business, a profession, or a ministry,” says 
Blevins. “In fact, it’s all three. If you sincerely approach it as a ministry to grieving people 
and serve families with true compassion and kindness, your business will prosper, and 
professional regard will come.”

That philosophy has held true for Blevins. In 2011, he partnered with the owner of  
Yeager Funeral Home to acquire Ligonier Monument Company. He then founded  
Legacy Cremation & Remembrance Center, which is the first and only of its kind in 
Indiana. To date, it has served more than 500 families, as well as serving other funeral 
homes that do not offer cremation services.

More recently, Blevins was the recipient of the Ivy Tech 2014 Statewide Distinguished 
Alumni Professional Achievement Award. The award recognizes outstanding alumni who 
have exhibited professional achievements and contributed to their community since 
graduating from Ivy Tech.

It’s an award that Blevins says represents the investment others have made in his career. 

“When you graduate from Ivy Tech, you will be handed a license to live your dream, 
otherwise known as a college diploma,” says Blevins. ”Once you’ve made it that far, 
don’t let anybody convince you that your dream can’t be a reality.”

Daniel is Ivy Tech. Are you? 
Share your story on Facebook, Instagram, or Twitter with the hashtag #IAmIvyTech. 
We look forward to hearing from you!

“I received a great 
education during my time 

at Ivy Tech. The dental 
clinic is an awesome 

program that prepared me 
for life after graduation.”

—Ameron Laker

Daniel Blevins has 

enjoyed a fulfilling career 

in mortuary science after 

completing his degree at 

Ivy Tech.

At the Dental Hygiene Clinic, located at Ivy Tech’s 

Anderson campus, Program Chair Joyce Hudson 

(left) and the faculty are connecting students like 

Ameron Laker to a fulfilling career path.
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SWEET SUCCESS
For entrepreneur alum Carrie Abbott, it’s all about  
“hope, humility, and hustle”

Carrie Abbott’s love of food is a gift. Literally. After a friend funded her attendance 
at an introductory cooking class at Ivy Tech Community College, it was love at first 
bite. She took night and weekend courses at the college to earn her associate 
of applied science in baking and pastry arts and learned from professors who 
nurtured her entrepreneurial spirit.

“The instructors, labs, and materials are the best in the state,” Abbott says of 
her time at Ivy Tech. “The instructors taught me that what I was learning could 
be applied to a real-life work environment—not just the steps for creating 
food but for creating a food business. It was eye-opening.”

After graduating from Ivy Tech, Abbott went on to open a catering company 
to further hone her skills in the kitchen. She then started a company called 
Newfangled Confections, which produces a variety of candies, including her 
signature product, Frittle®. Combining sugar and peanuts to make a softer 
and saltier brittle, it’s been a sweet success for Abbott.

“If you’re serious about culinary arts and devote enough time to it, 
you’ll know if starting your own business is the right thing for you,” says 
Abbott. “The key ingredients? Hope, humility, and hustle.”


